
The Summer Students Lecture Programme is ending today.

We hope that you have enjoyed it.

Note that the slides of all lectures are available in 
Indico, together with the video recording of 

the lectures !! 

( as advertised during the induction sessions, on the first day,
and occasionally in the MA )



http://summer-timetable.web.cern.ch/summer-timetable/

click

slides

Recording of the
lecture (video)

Available shortly after
the lecture



In case you have lost the web page, go to
https://indico.cern.ch/



………….

And then choose:  Summer Student Lecture Programme Course.





slides video





Feedback on the individual lectures :
http://hr-dep.web.cern.ch/content/lectures-questionnaires-2017

Questionnaires are anonymous.

You can help us make the lecture programme
(even) better for next year : 
please provide feedback !



Comp. / Phys. / Eng.

From “very interesting” to “uninteresting”

From “excellent” to “poor”

From “too high” to “too low”



The feedback is used by us and by the lecturers, and helps them improve the
lectures for the next year(s).

The “comments” field, in particular, is extremely useful.
Positive comments are always good and nice to read.
But negative (and constructive) comments are very welcome.



You will also receive a general questionnaire asking for global
feedback about  the programme.

Speakers receive a compilation of the general comments,
the feedback about their lecture, together with global statistics 
showing how their lecture compares to the others.



Examples of useful feedback received last year

[   make it in +1  lecture   ] ✔ We changed the prog. accordingly

✔ The speaker took this into account for this year’s lecture.

Always good to remind that !

✔ We ask the speakers to specify explicitly pre-requisites

✔ Things were organized differently last year…



to the HR team: Jennifer Dembski, Eszter Badinova, Celine Delieutraz, 
Natalia Trajdos, Ana Djordjevic

for a lot of work done behind the scene and fixing problems before you 
could notice them !

to the technicians who run the MA: Gilles, Pascal & their team

to the speakers for their excellent lectures

to you – for being an interested, interesting and respectful audience  

THANKS !!

Enjoy the rest of your stay at CERN, and best wishes 
for your future ! 


